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2019 INSIGHTS REPORT

A Letter from the CEO, Marcus Shaw
2019 has been another strong year for CO.LAB. Much of our success reflects a deeper commitment to our
core values, rooted in a maker mentality; diversity, inclusion, and belonging; and selfless ecosystem building.
Our commitment to our values has brought CO.LAB attention from regions and organizations across the
world. This year, CO.LAB was honored to be named among the Top 23 U.S. Accelerators to Watch by
TechLink. Our partners at the Rise of the Rest Fund highlighted our home, the Edney Innovation Center, and
The Tomorrow Building in their 2019 Ecosystem Playbook. We shared our insights with leaders from over two
dozen cities, from Tulsa, Oklahoma to Paris, France. All of the organizations and regions agreed that there is
something unique, intriguing, and valuable in our ecosystem and CO.LAB’s support of entrepreneurs.
CO.LAB’s core values were not developed in a vacuum. They represent the best attributes in Chattanooga
and a set of common beliefs shared by entrepreneurs, investors, teachers, executives, politicians, and
residents.
The spirit of creativity is core to all entrepreneurs. Whether building a risk information system for the $9
trillion logistics market, like FreightWaves, or creating unique Ghanaian chocolate truffles, like Cocoa Asante,
the creativity of a maker is key to success. CO.LAB seeks to encourage growth in the maker mentality for
entrepreneurs. Through hundreds of wayfinding and mentor meetings, we help entrepreneurs transform
creativity and innovation into entrepreneurship.
Diversity, inclusion, and belonging are key values for success in entrepreneurship. I believe that
entrepreneurs can show global leadership regarding the economic and social benefits of diversity, inclusion,
and belonging. This year we not only extended these values in our core programs, achieving record results in
participation from women and minorities, but also worked with partners including The Enterprise Center and
Launch CHA to build more awareness in the community of the work underway in Chattanooga’s Innovation
District. Innovation Tour Days provided a diverse group of over 60 community members with a greater
understanding of our work and a greater sense of belonging in the success and growth of the innovation
ecosystem.
This year we also enjoyed a record number of partners, sponsors, and mentors from organizations across the
region. Our partners, Unum and Erlanger Health System, brought the HealthTech Accelerator to life.
Freightwaves, US Xpress, Reliance Partners, Unum and Girls Preparatory School sponsored Innovation
Challenges that provided over 130 students with the opportunity to develop innovative solutions to industry
business challenges. Volunteer mentors and speakers for programs represented over 50 companies and
institutions including the city and county government, local colleges and universities, and investors
throughout the region. EPB, Bellhops, and Smartbank’s support of Startup Week drove the largest and most
diverse attendance in the event’s 6-year history. This year’s collaborative support best reflects the power of
selfless ecosystem building.
The purpose of this Insights Report is to inform, enlighten, and inspire the public regarding the state of
entrepreneurship in our region. This report captures information from all corners of the community,
highlighting our successes and providing context for CO.LAB’s programs and services. Above all it will
provide insight into how our values are shaping our strategy and defining our impact.

Onward and Upward
Marcus K. Shaw

What is CO.LAB?
Watch later
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MISSION + VALUES
Our Mission is to increase the capability and viability of startups in southeast Tennessee by connecting entrepreneurs
with expertise, resources, and community.
Our Core Values are rooted in the three fundamental requirements for a vibrant entrepreneurial ecosystem —>

Maker Mentality

Selfless Ecosystem
Building

Diversity, Inclusion, and
Belonging

We value the spirit of creativity and
making as a catalyst for innovation and
entrepreneurial endeavors big and small.

We value the commitment made by
members of the community to contribute
to the ecosystem for the benefit of all in
the community.

We value the undeniable benefits that
arise when all people and their talents
empowered in the startup community.

STRATEGIC PLAN
THE STRATEGIC PLAN IS DESIGNED TO BETTER POSITION OUR ORGANIZATION TO EXECUTE OUR MISSION AND
ANCHORED BY FOUR KEY ELEMENTS CRITICAL TO OUR ECOSYSTEM.

Program
Enhancement

Leveraging the
Network

Marketing
Expansion

Data + Insights

CO.LAB enhances programs to
meet the changing needs of
entrepreneurs and the
marketplace, and best utilize
our region’s assets. Program
enhancements support the
progress toward achieving the
mission of the organization.

CO.LAB strengthens the
ecosystem by improving access
to the region's network of talent,
experts, and opportunities,
building diverse and inclusive
workgroups, and committing to
skill and workforce
improvement.

CO.LAB represents our region’s
vibrant startup ecosystem in the
global community. In
conjunction with key partners,
we promote Chattanooga as a
destination for entrepreneurs
building businesses where local
assets present a competitive
advantage.

CO.LAB collects data and
develop insights related to
entrepreneurship and
ecosystem building to promote
advancement of startups in the
region.

IMPACT + INSIGHTS
In 2017 CO.LAB produced its first ever Impact Report, funded by the
Lyndhurst Foundation, to evaluate the impact of our organization on
the region’s entrepreneurial ecosystem. The research contained in the
report helped us to understand the underlying value of the innovation
economy to our community, particularly with respect to business
formation and job creation.
We use this Insights Report to revisit themes for progress discovered
in the 2017 report. In this report we continue to measure our value in
the community and share insights for building healthy and sustainable
entrepreneurial ecosystems. We assess importance of the following
efforts:
• Cultivating talent pipelines and network enhancement
• Strategies for building a diverse and inclusive entrepreneurial
ecosystem
• Balancing support of Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and
Innovation Driven Enterprises (IDEs) to promote holistic
economic development
• Employing multiple capital raising strategies
• Ongoing support of companies post-accelerator

READ 2017 IMPACT REPORT

READ 2018 INSIGHTS REPORT

GALVANIZING THE ECOSYSTEM
A HEALTHY AND DYNAMIC ENTREPRENEURIAL ECONOMY IS THE KEY TO
CONVERTING INNOVATION TO PROSPERITY.
Chattanooga benefits from a special set of assets that fuel our
Innovation Economy. Institutions from the Academic, Small Business,
Investor, and Industrial sectors provide an ecosystem for continuous
growth. Working together with a shared sense of purpose and
opportunity our Innovation Economy is well positioned to drive shared
economic growth and prosperity for the people of Chattanooga.

Leveraging the region’s unique assets —>
Attract, Develop, and Retain Talent —>
Community Building —>
Focus on the Future —>
Collaborative Leadership —>

INSIGHTS
We believe Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Economic Growth are part of a continuum that requires a dedicated and engaged
community at each stage. We encourage each member of the community to consider where they can be most impactful.
3 Key Takeaways
• Proximity. Chattanooga’s flat and walkable downtown —especially in the Innovation District— provides an enviable environment
for interactions between students, artists, business owners, investors, executives, legislators, and residents.
• Awareness. Knowledge of what innovators are working on and how we can support them is fundamental to community events
such as 1 Million Cups, Demo Days, and Startup Week.
• Engagement. Our innovation economy is feedback driven. Engaging with other sectors as mentors, customers, and investors
accelerates progress and yields returns for each member of the economy.

PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS
CO.LAB enhances programs to meet the changing needs of entrepreneurs and the marketplace, and best utilize our region’s assets.
Program enhancements will support the progress toward achieving.

HEALTHTECH ACCELERATOR

INSIGHTS
Our inaugural eight companies received regional exposure through
news outlets such as Teknovation, Venture Nashville and the
Chattanooga Times Free Press and had access to networks within
Erlanger and Unum. During the program there were over 100
accelerating connections between startups and industry leaders.
This summer, CO.LAB launched our inaugural HealthTech Accelerator
in partnership with Erlanger and Unum. Chattanooga is home to
major healthcare corporations, creating a unique opportunity for
innovation in the industry. As part of the HealthTech Accelerator,
CO.LAB facilitates connections between those enterprises and
emerging startups.
Over the course of 10 weeks, eight scaling healthcare startups
revolutionizing the industry benefited from mentorship, access to
senior leaders at Erlanger and Unum, networking events, investor
meetings, and more to catalyze the growth of their business.

3 Key Takeaways
• Connecting entrepreneurs with corporate mentors is mutually
beneficial. 73% of mentors increased their entrepreneurial
mindset by participating in the program, and 90% of mentors
reported an increased sense of community impact
• CO.LAB facilitates connections between local enterprises and
young startups by providing the platform
• Pairing companies with industry “champions” is a key to adoption
of innovation

Chattanooga has strong healthcare assets, which can provide startups
with fantastic opportunities. Similarly, existing corporations can benefit
from exposure to the talent and innovation of new startups.

of program participants increased their
confidence in areas of acquiring new

of program participants saw an increase in

of program participants saw an increase in

access to investors and strategic partners as

knowledge of business concepts and the

a result of the program

overall industry

partners/customers, securing strategic
capital, and their overall business skill

CONSUMER GOODS ACCELERATOR
One of Chattanooga’s many strengths is that it is home to a booming
food and beverage hub, with legacy consumer brands and up-andcoming companies alike. This summer, we hosted our second
Consumer Goods Accelerator, which leverages this strength and
focuses on supporting food and beverage companies in their efforts to
scale.
Leveraging two highly experienced Entrepreneurs-in-Residence and
our region’s robust network of industry professionals, we worked
closely with 10 entrepreneurs to help their companies move the ball
forward. With hands-on support in their efforts around operations,
marketing, and distribution, each company progressed in one or more
of the following activities: acquiring new customers, raising strategic
capital, and expanding their team and/or production capacity.
We believe as we see more growth in this industry regionally, we will
see more capital forming regionally as well as attracting capital from

INSIGHTS

other parts of the country. As more dollars are injected into these

To run a successful consumer goods company—like any other business

younger companies, we can expect to see more job growth specific to

concept—a solid foundation is key. Through finding trending challenges

this industry.

in consumer goods companies, we identified three things to keep in
mind when starting a business in this industry.
3 Key Takeaways
• Founders need a firm understanding of their cost of goods sold to
be able to make informed decisions that will drive success for
their company
• Companies should focus on one or a limited selection of products
to establish a customer base and minimize costs as they begin
their business
• Founders in consumer goods industry have a unique advantage to
easily test and develop their product
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of program participants saw an increase in
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access to investors and strategic partners as
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capital, and their overall business skill

CASE STUDY:
SEQUATCHIE COVE CREAMERY
Sequatchie Cove Creamery (SCC) produces farmstead cheese using
time-honored European traditions with a distinctly Southern flair.
Their cheese is distributed through major retailers and food services
throughout the Southeast and Northeast, as well as other parts of
the country. SCC participated in the Summer 2019 Consumer Goods
Accelerator, with the goal of identifying strategies to reverse
weakening revenue and explore new and more cost-effective
production opportunities.

VALUE OF MENTORS
CO.LAB EIRs (entrepreneurs-in-residence) Mia Littlejohn and Mike
Robinson worked closely with SCC to assess the current state of the
business. With 30+ years of combined industry experience, they were
able to identify potential solutions for the business’s ongoing
challenges and ultimately provide guidance and support in taking these
steps.

MANAGING CHANGE & RISK
To shift their business in the right direction, the SCC team had to make
decisions that felt counter to their original business practices. Through
the program, they achieved a greater understanding of the current
consumer goods landscape and were able to get a fresh perspective
on their business with the EIRs’ bird’s-eye view perspective. By the
program’s conclusion, they were not only willing to take necessary
steps, but also leaned on CO.LAB to work closely with their employees
to communicate the next steps.

MOVING FORWARD TO A NEW GROWTH STRATEGY
With the buy-in from their team, they began to put the necessary
changes into place. Since the program, they have achieved recordbreaking sales numbers, began the process of expanding and
streamlining their production, and mobilized team members to expand
their sales footprint.

GIGTANK 2.0
GIGTANK is one of CO.LAB’s flagship programs. It has provided
dozens of startups with access to infrastructure and mentor networks
to accelerate their technology-based innovations. In 2020, CO.LAB
will launch GIGTANK 2.0 to leverage the power of greater
collaboration among our region’s technology partners for the benefit
of innovators and entrepreneurs.

The formation of the Chattanooga Smart Community Collaborative
(CSCC) in 2018 provides CO.LAB and our six partner organizations a
platform to better support startups, researchers, and innovation-based
collaboration. In under 2 years, the CSCC has successfully borne
several projects and initiatives including the following:

INSIGHTS

• HealthTech Accelerator

Since 2010, Chattanooga has led the world in energy and

• DOE CARTA Transit Optimization

communications infrastructure. Opportunities to monetize our

• MLK Test Bed

infrastructure around key focus areas (Health, Mobility, and Energy)
provide an economic benefit, while opportunities to improve lives at

CSCC member organizations are working together to design and

the intersection of those key focus areas provide a social benefit.

develop data tools and test beds that will ultimately support highly
accessible, robust, and privacy-conscious simulation environments.
Today there is significant demand for test environments where
corporate innovators, researchers, and entrepreneurs can evaluate the
feasibility and viability of new products and services. Additionally, the
diverse population and connectedness of Chattanooga’s communities
may also provide innovators with a test market to assess the
desirability of new products and services.

3 Key Takeaways
• The full benefit of SmartCity innovation extends beyond
technology and requires an inclusive focus on the human impact
• The potential to attract corporate innovation teams represents a
tremendous economic development opportunity
• Supplementing access and technical assistance with additional
mentor and commercialization resources increases the value
proposition for entrepreneurs

CO.STARTERS
CO.STARTERS is a nine-week program that equips

BBS
Business Breakdown Sessions (BBS) provide small

aspiring entrepreneurs with the insights, relationships, and

business owners with 1:1 coaching sessions through which

tools needed to turn business ideas into action and turn a

they learn how to increase their operating capacity, refine

passion into a sustainable and thriving business.

their business model, and identify and execute key
performance indicators.

9 cohorts
116 participants
65% underrepresented
minority/women

38 members
110 meetings
85% underrepresented
minority/women

INSIGHTS
CO.STARTERS and Business Breakdown Sessions provide support to early-stage entrepreneurs through 2 distinct and valuable
avenues: cohorts and 1:1 coaching.
3 Key Takeaways
• This year, we celebrated our 1,000th participant from the CO.STARTERS cohort, demonstrating the growth of our entrepreneurial
ecosystem
• BBS provides our community partners with another point of entry to introduce entrepreneurs to CO.LAB
• CO.STARTERS and BBS serve as pathways to other programs, like accelerators and pitch competitions, by helping business
owners better understand their business model and navigating ways to scale

INSIGHTS

ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT

Six CO.LAB alumni companies have participated in TechStars in the last
3 years. CO.LAB prepares companies and supports their participation in

CO.LAB alumni continue to benefit from engagement. Alumni regularly
serve as guest speakers and mentors for CO.LAB programs. CO.LAB
remains an ardent supporter of alumni helping companies increase

funding accelerators and other follow-on programs that expand
networks.
3 Key Takeaways

customers, capital, and capacity through ongoing support, strategic
• Alumni participation in follow-on programs creates more investor

introductions, and leveraging our network.

interest in the Chattanooga ecosystem and benefits our startup
pipeline
• Corporate sponsorships in follow-on programs expose alumni to
large customers and scale opportunities
• A national network of mentors provide our alumni with valuable
resources that enhance support systems provided by local
resources
CO.LAB’s network of investors, corporates, and mentors has expanded
reflecting the success of our alumni companies. This power of our
network pays dividends to future companies in our programs.

CUSTOMERS

CAPITAL

CAPACITY

Sequatchie Cove Creamery inked a

FreightWaves raised $20M, as Rise of the

FreightWaves moved into a new 24,000sqft

distribution deal with Wegman’s who is now

Rest doubled down on their 2018 investment

HQ in the heart of downtown Chattanooga

selling their cheese in all 100 stores
Bellhops has expanded into 64 markets as of
EOY 2019, a 150% increase since 2017

Motivo raised $2.2M in seed round funding,
including investment from The JumpFund
Workhound raised $1.5M in seed round

Please Assist Me secured a pilot agreement

funding to build their team and expand into

with national apartment developer Bozzuto,

other markets including healthcare

which manages over 70k residences

and hired over 90 new employees in 2019
Hutton & Smith utilized a TVFCU grant to
begin building a yeast lab, thus eliminating
the cost of buying from 3rd parties and
creating ability to distribute to other local
breweries

Pass It Down won $100,000 in the BREW
High Stakes National Pitch Competition

Chatterbox Cafe added a new trailer/kitchen
to the fleet to support new demand in
Alabama

LEVERAGING THE NETWORK
CO.LAB strengthens the ecosystem by improving access to the region’s network of talent, experts, and opportunities,
building diverse and inclusive workgroups, and committing to skill and workforce improvement.

CAPITAL ACCESS
We provide entrepreneurs with access to a network of capital
providers. We help them build the knowledge and a path to pursue
their best options.
Over the last year, we’ve seen Kiva meet a need in the capital stack for
entrepreneurs looking for initial capital to start their business. Other
opportunities in debt financing have grown with the Neighborhood
Reinvestment Fund (NRF) as well as the Community Foundation of
Greater Chattanooga’s Accelerator Loan Program (CFGC). The NRF is
available to small business owners who have been in a space or
neighborhood for at least a year and helps with buying equipment,
signage or more materials for the business. Additionally, the CFGC
provides a mentorship component to their loan by pairing the
entrepreneur with a seasoned business investor and professional.
The Capital Access team at CO.LAB has expanded venture capital

INSIGHTS

partnerships reaching as far as Silicon Valley. CO.LAB hosted a virtual
pitch event with $100m venture capital fund, VU Venture Partners. Ten

At least 83% of entrepreneurs do not seek after either a bank loan or

regional companies were selected to participate in the equity pitch

venture capital, at the time of a startup.

event. Due to an increase in demand for alternative financing, access
to Revenue Based Financing (RBF) has grown in Chattanooga with local

3 Key Takeaways
• Entrepreneurs need education on differences between equity,

institutions such as Capacity Capital and outside funding such as

debt, and grant capital sources

Seattle based Lighter Capital.

• Capital accompanied by mentorship is invaluable for
entrepreneurs, and particularly impactful for those in underserved

$580K non-venture funding

communities
• Matchmaking between companies and investors takes time, and
requires trust and an understanding of fit

4 funding institutions

CO.LAB has built relationships with a network of angel investors, VCs,
banks, credit unions, platforms, and foundations that invest in our
companies.

19 companies funded
57% minority-owned companies
36% female-owned companies

INNOVATION CHALLENGES
We partner with startups, academic institutions, and enterprise level companies to spread and strengthen the entrepreneurial mindset
in students so that they are ready to join our entrepreneurial ecosystem in any industry or company. This year, we partnered with
FreightWaves to host the FreightTech Innovation Challenge, Girls Preparatory School to host the MBD: Girl Edition | 24Hour Generator,
and Unum to host the Unum HBCU Innovation Challenge.

FreightTech Innovation Challenge

Unum HBCU Innovation Challenge

MBD: Girl Edition | 24Hour Generator

INSIGHTS
CO.LAB is actively filling the talent gap that rapidly scaling startups often face by organizing innovation challenges that broaden our
network.
3 Key Takeaways
• Innovation challenges foster an innovative culture for companies and expose young talent to opportunities that could alter and
advance their career paths
• CO.LAB’s FreightTech and Unum HBCU Innovation Challenges attracted over 80 students in total from across the country,
exposing them to potential career opportunities and the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Chattanooga
• The MBD: Girl Edition | 24Hour Generator successfully equipped young women with the confidence and platform needed to put
their entrepreneurial minds to work
Facilitating events specialized for students or young talent creates opportunities for growth and networking that benefit the
participants and companies.

HBCU Innovation Challenge | Unum

FreightTech Innovation Case Challe…
Watch later

from Corporate Communications | Unum
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MENTORS
Mentors are a key advantage for success in entrepreneurship. Surveys suggest small business owners with mentors are 2x more likely
to survive. CO.LAB mentors help entrepreneurs grow their toolkit.

“The journey of an entrepreneur
can often be lonely—and feel like
you are carrying the weight of
every decision big or small on
your shoulders. I’ve thoroughly
enjoyed being able to serve in a
mentorship role at CO.LAB to
these teams—advising,
encouraging, and supporting
these talented starters.”
— Mia Littlejohn, Consumer Goods

“Partnering with CO.LAB as a
program mentor created a
collaborative platform to explore
and pilot the integration of
comprehensive primary
healthcare services with new
technology, which has proven to
improve patients’ health status
and decrease chronic diseases
amongst the most vulnerable
patients in our community.”

Consultant

— Angel Moore, Chief Executive Officer
of Erlanger Community Health Centers

“CO.LAB was great for me
because of the opportunity to
freely give my knowledge and
experience to others. It came at
the perfect time in my career
pivot and was personally
cathartic and professionally
reflective. Meeting the founders
in the program was energizing. It
was especially rewarding to help
the founders address the most
important needs of their
businesses.”
— Edmund Amoye, Consumer Goods
Consultant

MARKETING EXPANSION
CO.LAB represents our region’s vibrant startup ecosystem in the global community. In conjunction with key partners, we
promote Chattanooga as a destination for entrepreneurs building businesses where local assets present a competitive
advantage.

Bringing the World to Chattanooga
CO.LAB works with LaunchTN, The Enterprise Center, CO.STARTERS, the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, and other major
partners to bring national networks to Chattanooga.

Southern Startup Road Trip

Nation of Makers Conference

CO.LAB hosted the Southern Startup Road Trip this summer. The
road trip was a two-week, six-city tour through southern startup hubs
with founders and investors. The trip spent two days in Chattanooga
connecting with CO.LAB and local entrepreneurs. Local
entrepreneurs can connect and build relationships with founders and
investors from other cities to gain knowledge and insights from their
experiences.

CO.LAB participated in the local organizing committee for the annual
Nation of Makers Conference, who selected Chattanooga as the host
city from a wide range of applicants. Nation of Makers brought in
hundreds of civic and education leaders as well as major influencers
in the maker movement like Adam Savage. Part of CO.LAB’s
responsibility on the committee was to recruit local food and
beverage producers to enhance the overall experience for attendees.

Tennessee Valley Corridor Summit

International Placemaking Week

CO.LAB sponsored a session highlighting the region’s New Economic
Infrastructure at the 2019 TVC Summit in Chattanooga. CO.LAB led a
panel of leaders from regional innovation hubs, including ORNL, UT
Knoxville, Y-12 and Redstone Arsenal. Conner Prochaska, Chief
Commercialization Officer from the US Department of Energy
presented a keynote address on the importance of leveraging our
regions innovation assets.

The 3rd annual International Placemaking Week was hosted in
Chattanooga this October. This exciting event brings activists and
leaders from around the world to envision a place-led future for
cities. Produced by a multi-organization partnership, participants
attended workshops in spaces scattered across Chattanooga’s
Innovation District as well as interactive events like the story of
Chattanooga on our famous Walnut Street Bridge.

The 3rd International Placemaking …

NOMCON 2019 Awards Ceremony
Watch later
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Watch on

Taking Chattanooga to the World
CO.LAB takes our show on the road to support our companies and share the power of our ecosystem with other communities.

KAUFFMAN ESHIP CONFERENCE

FREIGHTWAVES LIVE

CO.LAB participated in this year’s ESHIP Summit, hosted by the

This year, our CEO Marcus Shaw served as emcee for two major

Kauffman Foundation. The ESHIP Summit is a convening that brings

FreightWaves events, FreightWaves Live, in Atlanta and Chicago.

together entrepreneurial ecosystem builders to connect communities

FreightWaves Live is the premier event freight conference where

and ultimately accelerate entrepreneurship across the nation. Our

attendees can get up-to-date with the latest technology trends in

leadership team led a panel with CO.LAB alumni and Mixtroz founders,

supply chain, transportation, and freight. FreightWaves was the winner

Ashlee Ammons and Kerry Schrader, about the power of

of the 2018 Rise of the Rest Pitch Competition in Chattanooga.

entrepreneurial ecosystems and how they can work together to support
entrepreneurs.

STARTUP WEEK CHATTANOOGA

CO.LAB BUILDS PARTNERSHIPS FOR 6TH ANNUAL STARTUP
WEEK
In CO.LAB’s second year of leading Startup Week, we built partnerships
with a variety of organizations to make it the best Startup Week yet!

INSIGHTS

OHce of Innovation and Entreprene…
Watch later
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Over 100 events engaged, informed, and encouraged our community
around entrepreneurship. We are especially proud of our corporate
sponsors and partners that recognize the role of innovation and
entrepreneurship in growing shared prosperity in our community.

WORKING TOGETHER WORKS
This is the motto of Ken Hays, former CEO of the Enterprise Center, and
this year’s recipient of the Charlie E. Brock Ecosystem Impact Award.

Watch on

The credo rang more true than ever this year as startups, corporates,
academia, government, investors, and community groups partnered
together in ways that we have not previously enjoyed. Startup Week

Craig Buerstatte, Director of Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the US

continues to strengthen our local networks and in turn strengthen our

Department of Commerce visited Chattanooga for Startup Week and

national appeal.

shared his thoughts on growing regional ecosystems

THE RUNDOWN

3 Key Takeaways

4000+ attendees

• Regional communities should leverage their assets to be the best
community they can be, and avoid the temptation to pursue
strategies employed by other coastal communities
• Communities like Chattanooga need ‘tentpole’ companies that are

12+ institutional sponsors

willing to take high risks for high rewards, create great jobs, and
reinvest capital in the community
• Economic development leaders should allocate more resources to

101 total events

building a portfolio of startups rather than targeting large
company projects; diversifying risk and growing jobs

20 panels
12 workshops
29 speakers 10 networking
events
4 pitch events

STARTUP WEEK EVENTS

The State of the Hemp Industry
with Landrace Bioscience and
Miller & Martin
100+ people filled seats inside Oddstory Brewing Co. for
a comprehensive panel on the state’s rising hemp
industry.

The Impact of Latino
Entrepreneurs in Chattanooga
La Paz hosted a panel discussion featuring Hispanic and
Latinx leaders, their stories, and their impact on the local
community.

Girls Just Want to Have
Funding… and Martinis!
The JumpFund hosted a happy hour at the Hot
Chocolatier with a discussion around funding for female
founders.

The Next Phase: From Seed to
Venture Outside of Silicon Valley
Branch Technology hosted a talk and tour in their new
40,000 sq.ft. space on Riverside Drive.

INSIGHTS
This year’s Startup Week Chattanooga was a true showcase of our community’s vast diversity of people, businesses, and industries.
Among the 100+ events there were clusters of events with focuses in healthcare, consumer goods, diverse founders, and more.
3 Key Takeaways
• Inviting partners to the table early in planning leads to greater overall community engagement
• Intentionality in including a wide range of industries and affinity groups leads to a high-quality roster of content
• Diversity among event hosts during Startup Week leads to greater diversity among attendees

LEADING BY EXAMPLE
INSIGHTS
After including Chattanooga in the 2018 Rise of the Rest Tour, Steve

“The most successful emerging ecosystems recognize that scaling a

Case and the Revolution Team included The Edney Innovation Center

startup requires network density - being in close, regular contact with

and The Tomorrow Building in the Rise of the Rest 2019 Ecosystem

other creators who share a willingness to explore what is possible.”

Playbook, highlighting innovative real estate developments.
— Rise of the Rest
3 Key Takeaways
• Various models for development help shape the culture of startup
communities

READ RISE OF THE REST PLAYBOOK HERE

• Strong public-private partnerships can activate blighted places,
creating energized community spaces for innovation and
entrepreneurship
• Creating density in smaller entrepreneurial communities like
Chattanooga can lead to strong results in startup creation and
innovation

CO.LAB IN THE NEWS
In 2019, CO.LAB helped to drive awareness of Chattanooga’s emerging innovation and entrepreneurship ecosystem. Our ability to
share our story with broader audiences will be instrumental in building momentum from economic growth.

INSIGHTS
Chattnooga continues to gain momentum in national discussions about
up-and-coming entrepreneurial ecosystems. From Freight Alley, to City
Hall, to the Chamber of Commerce, our partners and startups are
attracting the attention of entrepreneurship stakeholders across the
country.
3 Key Takeaways
• Chattanooga’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is considered a model
for other ecosystems, which is validated through national
coverage
• Partnering with publications to provide them with content is a lowbarrier, mutually beneficial opportunity to get Chattanooga’s
ecosystem more exposure
• Working in conjunction with other ecosystem partners in public
relations efforts can lead to more substantial news coverage that
benefits the ecosystem as a whole

DATA + INSIGHTS
CO.LAB collects and develops insights related to entrepreneurship and ecosystem building to promote
advancement of startups in the region.

2019 RESULTS
INPUTS

OUTPUT

ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

STARTUP SNAPSHOT
Our 2019 End-of-Year Survey gives us a broader snapshot at our startup and small business community. Our survey provides insights
from 2019 and helps CO.LAB better understand the needs and expectations of entrepreneurs in our region as we look forward to 2020
and beyond.
147 Survey Responses

INSIGHTS
Chattanooga entrepreneurs are broadly optimistic on the economy, and in 2019 grew more confident in their business’ likelihood for
success. The survey also highlights several insights related to talent, areas of focus, and areas of need.
3 Key Takeaways
• Marketing and Sales talent needed. Over 50% of survey respondents are seeking talent and/or support in marketing and sales.
• Entrepreneurs are more optimistic. 29% of entrepreneurs surveyed expect a U.S. recession in 2020, compared to 40% of
economists. However, over 70% of economists expect a recession by 2021
• Capital, Trade, Taxes. Entrepreneurs are not insulated from policy issues. 80% of entrepreneurs feel the impact of regulatory
changes, but few understand how to engage policymakers CO.LAB will use insights to provide guidance for development of new
programs and services that support our mission.

POLICY INSIGHTS
Entrepreneurs are particularly exposed to changes in local, state, and
federal policy. Our entrepreneurs provide ground level insight on the
impact of policy changes and how policymakers can support them.

GROWING CAPITAL ACCESS

INSIGHTS
This year we had the opportunity to sit down with leaders from the
Kauffman Foundation to share and learn about how local, state, and
federal policies can better support entrepreneurs. In October 2019, the

Chattanooga entrepreneurs believe Access to Capital is the number
one area policymakers should focus. The Neighborhood Reinvestment
Fund (NRF) is one resource that was created to help Chattanooga
entrepreneurs with capital expenses. Entrepreneurs are increasingly
exploring alternative forms of financing, such as revenue share lending,
crowdfunding, and startup-focused financing institutions.

Kauffman Foundation released an America’s New Business Plan
highlighting policy recommendations to support job growth and a level
playing field for startups and small businesses. We believe
entrepreneurs can leverage our takeaways to better advocate for
themselves.
3 Key Takeaways
• Businesses that are less than 5 years old create nearly all of the

SMALL BUSINESS TAX REFORM

net new jobs in the American economy, including fueling net new
4-in-10 Chattanooga entrepreneurs believe tax-reform for small
businesses should be a key issue for policymakers. It has been shown
that increased tax deductions for health insurance for self employed

job creation during economic downturns
• 80% of entrepreneurs believe government prioritizes large
corporations over small businesses

workers increases the likelihood of business creation.

• Business owners believe that access to capital is the most

PLAYBOOK FOR ENGAGING POLICYMAKERS

important resource for starting a business (43%) and also the most

CO.LAB partner, Launch Tennessee, hosted policy experts to share best

significant barrier to entrepreneurship (55%)

practices with local entrepreneurs to engage lawmakers. Entrepreneurs
can use state and national associations to magnify their voice. When
meeting with policymakers, it is recommended that entrepreneurs

READ AMERICA'S NEW BUSINESS PLAN

prepare a succinct 15 minute meeting with a one page fact sheet and a
clear ask.

LOOKING AHEAD
2020 will celebrate CO.LAB’s 10th Anniversary! As we look into the new year, we reflect on the leaders, communities, and partners
that have helped us advance our mission. Like many organizations in a growing ecosystem, we are also focusing on how we evolve to
meet the changing needs of our entrepreneurs.

Will This Float? 2012

PARTNERS + SPONSORS
SUSTAINING PARTNERS

STARTUP WEEK SPONSORS

OUR BOARD
KRISTINA MONTAGUE, CHAIR

MICKEY CLOUD

TOM LYONS

Managing Partner, The JumpFund

SVP, The Sasha Group

Chair of Excellence in Entrepreneurship, UTC

GEORGE BROWN, VICE CHAIR

STEFANIE CROWE

MARK MCKNIGHT

Founder, Aegle Gear

Chief Inspiration Officer, The JumpFund

President, Reflection Riding

WADE HINTON, SECRETARY

SHELDON GRIZZLE

SANTOSH SANKAR

VP of Diversity and Inclusion, Unum

President, Chattanooga Football Club

Co-founder, Dynamo

TRAVIS LYTLE, TREASURER

RICK HITCHCOCK

REBEKAH ELKINS SHARPE

SVP, SmartBank

Attorney and Shareholder, Chambliss Bahner

Chief Operating Officer, Ntracts, Inc.

CHERITA ALLEN

& Stophel

Deputy Administrator of Economic

MATTIAS JANNERBO

Development, City of Chattanooga

Attorney, Miller & Martin PLLC

CHARLIE BROCK

ROY KEITH

President Emeritus, Launch Tennessee

Partner, Stonington Partners

DEB SOCIA
President and CEO, The Enterprise Center
GEORGE YU
CEO and Founder, Variable, Inc.

OUR TEAM

Marcus Shaw

Mike Robinson

Mia Littlejohn

CEO

Entrepreneur-in-Residence

Entrepreneur-in-Residence

Katie Hendrix

Tim Moore

Erroll Wynn

Program Manager, Capital Access

Program and Communications Manager

Outreach Manager

Zac Beker

Taylor Bozarth

Megan Hanewald

Programs Administrator

Fellow

Executive Assistant

Thank you.
We hope you have enjoyed reading about the work of our organization and our community, and
we do hope you feel inspired to get involved.

GO TO CO.LAB WEBSITE

